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MySQL Certification Study Guide  is the official guide to studying for and passing the two MySQL certification  tests for MySQL 5. Written by Paul DuBois, the  leading author of books on MySQL topics, and reviewed by MySQL AB, this book is  the fastest, most reliable way for MySQL users, developers, and administrators  to prepare for either of the two MySQL tests. You will cover:

	
    Client/Server Concepts and SQL Server Modes

    
	
    Connectors, Column Types, Identifiers, Databases and Tables

    
	
    Importing and Exporting Data

    
	
    Starting, Stopping, Configurings MySQL

    
	
    Upgrading MySQL

    
	
    Interpreting Error Messages

    
	
    Much More!

    


With the purchase of this book, you will also receive a voucher  for 25% off either exam (a $50 value). Be a part of one of the fastest growing  certifications with the help of MySQL Certification  Study Guide.
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Proteomics of Human Body Fluids: Principles, Methods, and ApplicationsHumana Press, 2007

	This volume is the first collection of applications of proteomics to analyze various human body fluids. Proteomics of Human Bodyfluids consists of two parts. The first provides basic principles and strategies for proteomic analysis of human body fluids. The second offers more details regarding methodologies and recent findings and clinical...
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Android 3.0 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book covers every aspect of mobile app development, starting with major application components and screen layout and design, before moving on to how to manage sensors such as internal gyroscopes and near field communications. Towards the end, it delves into smartphone multimedia capabilities as well as graphics and animation, web access,...
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SQL Server Analysis Services 2012 Cube Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you prefer the instructional approach to a lot of theory, this cookbook is for you. It takes you straight into building data cubes through hands-on recipes, helping you get to grips with SQL Server Analysis Services fast.


	Overview

	
		Develop Business Intelligence solutions using a multi-dimensional model...
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The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic AccountsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Strategic accounts are your firm’s lifeblood: they play a critical role in  its success or failure. The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts is  filled with best practices and examples of how to intelligently manage key  interactions and relationships with these vital accounts—for greater loyalty,  higher profitability,...
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Nonprofit Bookkeeping & Accounting For Dummies (Wiley Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Counting the money in your wallet or purse is an act of accounting. If you ever make a note of how much you have, you’re even performing a bookkeeping function. You count things all the time in everyday life without thinking twice about accounting. For example, you count the plates before setting the table at home. You count the number of...
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Create Your Own Employee Handbook: A Legal and Practical GuideNolo, 2003
Whether your business has a few employees or several thousand, providing them with a handbook that spells out your company's benefits, policies and procedures makes great sense, practically and legally.
Create Your Own Employee Handbook provides all the information and policies managers, HR professionals and business owners need to create their...
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